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ABSTRACT

In managing knowledge, conceptual confusion on information arises frequently among researchers in different disciplines. The term of information is defined at least into four: data, information, knowledge, and wisdom. Procedural ways of information are different among disciplines even when the definition is similar. Interpretation of information varies in accordance with its meaning or its value for the receivers. Most of the misalignment in the field stems from different interpretations and the different procedural ways of the information presented. In this chapter, first, information processing levels in knowledge management and second, three levels in cognition-action reflective process are described. Thirdly, information interpretation in internal world, and finally juxtaposition of scientific and interpretive perspectives are discussed for developing organizational learning and organizational resilience and for building common ground for productive and constructive dialogue between and within disciplinary fields.
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INTRODUCTION

It is rarely recognized, although it occurs frequently, that the way of knowledge information processing differs among different disciplinary areas. Specifically, the procedural ways of the information differentiates among academic disciplines in comparison with declarative or generalized knowledge. Even though people in the field could understand the information presented in a feed-back process, the procedural way of the information is not necessarily similar, nor confirmed among disciplines. People follow the procedures they get used to or are trained in, in their disciplinary fields. Human errors in information processing frequently occur due to the specific procedures used in a particular discipline. The procedures in a particular area differ from the ones used in other disciplinary fields. The procedural way in the feed forward process of information acquired is very important for team members in multiple disciplines to deliver services to end-clients.

In this chapter, multiplicity of knowledge-information processing, and the three levels in cognition-action coupling process, feed-forward processes of knowledge information, holistic principles for developing stakeholders’ action in organization and information interpretation in the internal world are described for understanding the development of organizational learning and organizational resilience and also for the argument in aligning the misfits among disciplines and between human cognition and action in operations management.

INFORMATION PROCESSING LEVELS IN KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

In managing knowledge, conceptual confusion on information arises when we collaborate with researchers in different disciplines. The term of information has been defined into four meanings, data, capta, information and knowledge (Checkland and Holwell, 1998). Conceptual levels of information in the author’s classification which is shown in Figure 1 are 1) information as data in physical and reaction level or in operational management level, 2) perceptual information in response-behavior level or in strategic management level, 3) knowledge in cognitive-action level or normative management level, and 4) wisdom in integrated and acculturated action level in the long span, which leads people to realize their healthy and purposeful lives and to accelerate global health. In the upper two levels of wisdom and knowledge, information processing is dealt with consciously by point-to-point liner processing, while in the lower two levels, routine work as a daily duty is dealt without profound consideration on each work. Most workers treat routine work unconsciously by treating them as parallel distribution processing; moreover, they behave as they are
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